Effective and efficient

Campus-wide service design and delivery project progresses

The end goal of the service design and delivery project—providing the best service possible in support of the teaching and research mission—is simple, but achieving the goal is not.

Last year, said Wade Epp, director of service delivery and design, the original project set out to take a closer look at the work happening across campus in seven administrative functions—advancement, facilities services, finance services, human resources, information technology, research services and student services—with an eye towards delivering efficient and effective service.

Epp said that while the scale of the project has changed in this initial phase—now only focusing on research, human resources and finances—the concept has not.

“We are looking at how we are delivering those services. Are they the right services happening in the right place?” he explained.

“Thank you, Gordon

Gordon Barnhart was interim president and vice-chancellor of the U of S for 519 days. He stepped in at a difficult time, and he steps out leaving the U of S a much stronger place than he found it. In those 17 months, Barnhart worked with the entire campus community on a number of priorities, but his favourite part will always be the people he got to meet—faculty, staff, students, alumni and donors. Read the full story on Page 6.

The process isn’t a straight line; it is advancing, listening to feedback, changing and advancing again.

Wade Epp

John Cornwell, associate controller, financial compliance and training, has been participating in these workshops and is excited about the possibilities.

“We are standardizing processes—making sure tasks are completed the same way across campus,” said Cornwell, who is responsible for administrative financial training at the U of S. “A good example is how we deal with P-Card reconciliations. We are looking at processes used by units across campus to complete this task and determine which approach is the best that can be standardized.”

Cornwell said that as the workshops seek out efficiencies, he is there “to make sure any changes to policies and processes don’t sabotage the process and that it still makes sense.”

The workshops, Cornwell
Ian Niu was nine years old and a budding veterinarian when his family decided to leave Vancouver and return to their home in Taiwan.

“I was a city boy, so my exposure to animals came primarily in the form of pets,” Niu said. “I knew I’d have to find a way to work on farms and volunteer at zoos.”

After completing an undergraduate degree in animal biology, Niu stayed on in Montreal and worked at McGill’s Comparative Medicine Animal Resource Centre for several years.

Niu’s perseverance paid off when he became one of 80 first-year students at the Western College of Veterinary Medicine (WCVM) in August—the college’s 50th class.

He and his classmates received an official welcome to the college and to the veterinary profession on Sept. 18 during the WCVM white coat ceremony in Saskatoon. Representatives from national and provincial veterinary medical associations handed out personalized white lab coats and stethoscopes to the first-year students.

“This year’s white coat ceremony was particularly exciting because members of the class of 2019 are joining the college exactly 50 years after our first students began their veterinary education in 1965,” said WCVM Dean Douglas Freeman.

The new students, who will graduate in 2019, come from communities across Western Canada and the northern territories. The regional veterinary college has produced about 3,000 veterinarians—most of whom live and work in western Canadian communities.

Thanks to his experiences in Taiwan and Montreal, Niu has gained a special interest in the university’s signature area of One Health—a global concept that encourages collaboration among health science professionals involved in human, animal and environmental health. Niu was one of about 150 participants who attended a student-focused conference called the One Health Leadership Experience at the U of S in August.

“The concept of humans, animals and the environment all co-existing in a mutually beneficial and healthy status is really appealing,” said Niu. “The conference really opened my eyes to the little things that we can ponder and act upon while making small increments towards creating this ideal.”

Although he does not have any concrete plans for the future, Niu is leaning towards a career in laboratory research.

“My concept of veterinary medicine has changed over the years. When I was young, I was motivated just by the idea of working with animals. But now the idea of helping humans and animals simultaneously is an aspect of veterinary medicine that has become extremely attractive to me.”

Lynne Gunville of Candle Lake, Sask., is a freelance writer and editor whose career includes 25 years of teaching English and communications to adults.
2015 Alumni Achievement Awards

Twelve individuals have been named recipients of the 2015 U of S Alumni Association’s Alumni Achievement Awards. All award winners will be recognized at the annual Honouring our Alumni Awards Gala, held at Marquis Hall on October 22, 2015. For more information about the gala or full citations for award recipients, visit alumni.usask.ca/achieve.

The campus safety plan

There are hundreds of moving and interconnected pieces required to keep the U of S campus community safe.

All of those pieces are top of mind for Brian Muchmore, director of Protective Services and Safety Resources.

“Our plans cover all incidents and responses,” said Muchmore, adding that all planning addresses the likelihood of specific events, from severe weather or fire, to sexual assault, chemical spills or an active shooter.

“We have a number of tools and resources on campus that work together to keep our campus safe by preparing for, responding to and recovering from an emergency.”

A new component of the campus safety plan, Muchmore explained, is the emergency alert system, a comprehensive alert broadcast that provides all members of the campus community pertinent information during an emergency.

Known as Alertus, the system involves beacons and plasma screens across campus, desktop notifications and mobile alerts once an app is downloaded. Muchmore, who came to the U of S in 2011 after 21 years in the Canadian Forces developing plans and training in preparedness and response, said there are many other longstanding campus initiatives that contribute to the campus safety plan.

SafeWalk, offered by the University of Saskatchewan Students’ Union and Protective Services, offers escorted walks or rides for students, faculty, staff and visitors between locations on and off campus.

“People need to know this exists and it is offered 24 hours a day, seven days a week,” said Muchmore. “Last year we did about 300 of these, which is a pretty low number considering how many people are on campus.”

The Public Safety Unit is another resource that works to keep the campus safe. This is a group of officers who are specially trained to deal with large-scale events, said Muchmore.

“They attend football games and protests and keep an eye on the crowds. They know what to look for and how to keep people safe.”

But in the event of an incident, Muchmore continued, Protective Services offers 24-hour incident reporting online and in person.

“The system allows officers to communicate with fellow officers and back to the dispatch center.”

“Having uniform presence on campus 365 days a year is crucial.”

Another ongoing initiative is Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED), which examines criminal activity in physical and cultural spaces in order to recommend ways to reduce crime.

“We prioritize CPTED in parking lots and are now assessing bike racks. The next phase is to assess major building surrounding the bowl.”

The assessments look at things such as assets, threats, surveillance, space, lighting and alarms.

“We take stock and offer suggestions for improvement.”

LOCKDOWN DRILLS

In the event of an emergency, knowing what to do is critical, said Brian Muchmore, director of Protective services.

“Protective Services has done lockdown drills in 12 building on campus and will continue to provide this training,” said Muchmore.

But if you have not yet received training, Muchmore offered a few key things to remember:

1. Sign up for emergency alerts and download the Alertus app at usask.ca/protectiveservices/usafe.
2. Distance yourself from any violent or dangerous situation.
3. Be aware of the situations; know how to get out, where to hide and if the door locks.
4. Understand where to find a safe place, simply a room that locks.
5. Make your room look uninhabited; lock the doors, turn off the lights, hide and mute your phone.

Muchmore said that during situations that activate the emergency plan, updates will be frequent and in order to get the most up-to-date information, members of the campus community should download Alertus for their mobile phones and desktop computers.
At the bench in the fluid power lab in the College of Engineering, Travis Wiens explains how he is exploring applications for hydraulics in mining, including those that might improve safety, protect the environment and enhance automation.

“I’m talking with people in the mining industry locally to assess their needs,” said Wiens, who took his position as an assistant professor in mechanical engineering in 2014. “That includes member companies of the International Minerals Innovation Institute (IMII), as well as other local mining companies and manufacturers.”

Before joining the U of S, Wiens worked as a consultant with equipment manufacturers serving the construction, mining and forestry industries. For more than a decade, he applied his expertise to hydraulic component and system design, mechatronic design and dynamic modelling, optimization and signal processing. He has also shared his knowledge as a sessional lecturer, teaching the fourth-year Design of Hydraulic Circuits course.

Wiens is proud to be a native of Saskatchewan, earning his bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees in mechanical engineering at the U of S. He spent time in China while completing his graduate studies before a two-year postgraduate stint at the University of Auckland in New Zealand. He returned to Saskatoon to join the consulting firm Convergent Motion Control, founded by another U of S mechanical engineering graduate.

Wiens is pursuing funding from the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council to back his research. His interests include efficiency, reliability and performance of fluid power and related systems; automation of equipment and processes; improvement of human operator performance and reliability; simulation and acoustic measurement of fluid flows (e.g. tailings ponds); and equipment modelling and simulation. He is also laying the groundwork to attract leading graduate students and expects to add to his teaching load with graduate-level courses, possibly including a new course of his design.

NEW TO US highlights the work of new faculty members at the University of Saskatchewan. If you are new to campus, or know someone who is, please email ocn@usask.ca.

### Policies and processes reviewed

From Page 1 continued, have been open and honest but have dealt with some difficult questions.

“There are difficult conversations because we are looking at dealing with services in an entirely different way. But the tasks don’t change, just where it is being performed and who is doing it.

From Cornwell’s perspective, having standardized processes is a long overdue step.

“When we have standard- ized processes, that speaks well for our university and our external auditors can rely on those processes. I’m really excited to see where this is going. It’s changing the culture from a service standard.”

Once policies and processes are reviewed and revised as necessary, the next step is to align services with a new model that will provide the best delivery, Epp explained.

“It’s one thing to change a concept, but we also have to validate the process, make sure it makes sense. It’s not a lights-on-lights-off model, it will be rolled out over time so that we continue to work out the kinks.”

Epp explained. “Key to success is building it with all the stakeholders. The process isn’t a straight line; it is advancing, listening to feedback, changing and advancing again.”

Change in how we do things is sometimes difficult, Epp acknowledged, but this change is necessary.

“Out of focus groups, we heard that some faculty see the processes as such a burden that they refrain from applying for grants. Anecdotally, we have heard of faculty who spend 30–40 per cent of their time on administrative tasks. If we can reduce that, they can spend more time on teaching and research.”
What lies below

Soils are key to life and still very much a mystery

GLENN CHEATER

In a field in Niger, a woman carries a pail of fertilizer. She stops beside each millet stem poking out of the dusty soil and, using a bottle cap, sprinkles a bit of its precious contents beside each stem.

Half a world away, a tractor costing nearly a half-million dollars and pulling a massive air seeder is laying down canola and fertilizer in an 80-foot-wide strip. The goal is to place each tiny seed a half-inch into the ground and then band a mix of phosphorus and nitrogen fertilizer two inches to one side and two inches deeper than the seed.

The contrast seems so immense, but the two farmers have much in common. Both fret over the cost of their painstakingly applied fertilizer and hope Mother Nature provides sun, rain and the right temperatures at the right time.

And although our Saskatchewan farmer studied plant nutrition and soil chemistry in university, how those nutrients make their way through that soil is as mysterious to him as soil is as mysterious to his West African counterpart.

It is research that is critical to dealing with the big challenge of our time.

“We’re looking at the world having 10 billion people by 2050, so we need to intensify agriculture,” said Peak. “That’s going to take fertilizer, and just like fossil fuels, fertilizer is a finite resource.

“It’s a really important area of science. We are starting to develop a clear picture of soils and how to make the right decisions so we can make agricultural practices sustainable. Sustainability is critical for the semi-arid Sahel belt of West Africa, where the population is rapidly expanding but crop yields are not. The region should be ripe for micro-dosing, which can double yields with just a quarter of the usual amount of fertilizer.

But only five to 10 per cent of farmers are using the technique, said Peak.

“One of the concerns is that if you’re only putting on a small amount of fertilizer and yields are doubling, you may be mining the soil, degrading the land, and creating an unsustainable system in the long term.”

Sahel soils have very low levels of carbon—0.2 to 0.3 per cent—and there is no practical way to build them up. (Leave any stubble on your fields and your neighbours will graze their livestock or collect it as fuel.) Soil testing found micro-dosing was not depleting carbon levels, but the why was not known and so fears of soil mining remained.

But the synchrotron opens up a new window on what is happening below ground. Carbon comes in many forms—including carbohydrates, amino acids, carboxyls, phenols, and ketones—and the CLS can tell you precisely how much of each.

“So we can see how the types of carbon are changing because of agricultural practices,” said Peak. “What we’re really doing is taking a fingerprint of carbon in the soil.”

The analysis conducted by Peak and his team showed micro-dosing was creating more readily bio-available carbon, which drove the yield increases.

“Micro-dosing isn’t making things worse than normal agricultural practices in that area,” said Peak. “Long term, we’re not going to see major improvements unless we change those agricultural practices, but this could be a gateway, a stepping stone, to allow that to happen. If you can get a little bit of fertilizer into the ground at the right time and double yields, then you improve incomes and food security.”

See Synchrotron. Page 9

GETTING SOCIAL WITH MEDIA

Some of the top tweets, posts and pics from the U of S
From student to president
Gordon Barnhart reflects on his time at the U of S

Kris Foster

When the phone rang the night of May 21, 2014, asking for a helping hand, asking him to step in as the interim president of the U of S, Gordon Barnhart paused for a moment.

“My first reaction was to say, ‘No, why me?’” recalled Barnhart. “I had never been a dean or provost. It is a huge challenge and I wondered if I could do it. I was getting close to the end of my career and thought: ‘What happens if this doesn’t go well and I totally blow it?’ That would be a terrible way to end a somewhat successful career.”

That feeling of being in over his head was not new to Barnhart, who said he had the exact same feeling the first time he stepped on campus as an undergraduate back in the ‘60s.

“Coming from the small town of Saltcoats, Saskatchewan, frankly, I was scared,” he said. “That’s been my life. I’ve been in so many situations where I say, ‘Oh, Gordon, you’ve gotten yourself into something now.’ But with hard work, honest effort, a sense of humour and an interest in people, somehow it seems to have worked out so far.

Barnhart, as everyone knows, said yes and accepted the challenge. “I believe in this place, the university and province,” explained the 10th president and vice-chancellor. “I felt this was a small way to contribute and give back to the university that gave me so much.”

Just 18 hours after receiving the phone call, Barnhart stood in front of University Council to deliver his first president’s report, and admits he was a bit nervous.

“When I was university secretary, Council was a big event. I would carefully prepare for Council because there was tremendous amount of debate and question, which is good. But you need lots of preparation. I didn’t have enough time.”

He arrived and was introduced to a standing-room-only crowd that greeted him with warm, sustained applause.

“I said thank you and I remember telling Council that I hoped they would still feel as warmly a year from now, and here’s my report on what I’ve done over the last 18 hours,” Barnhart said with a laugh. “In times when things are particularly tense, I try to use humour. I am who I am and always show that.”

Barnhart also remembers there not being a shortage of questions. One in particular still stands out. What are you going to do about the perp walk?

“I had heard about this perp walk, and my immediate reaction was that it’s dead. In all of the decisions I’ve made, that is still one of the most important ones because it set a tone that we would treat people with dignity and respect.”

That was his first day on the job. His last day, fittingly enough, is on October 22 when he will once again report to Council.

Every day Barnhart made a point of visiting a new place on campus and meeting new people, something he calls management by walking around.

“I would go to centres and departments that I never knew existed. I can’t believe the things people—like electricians, plumbers, welders, and heating and cooling technicians—who keep the university running.

“There are so many good things happening here,” said Barnhart. “It is complex and requires a complex mix of individuals and groups, from supports, to research to teaching, to keep it going. One is not more important than the other because Dr. Mendez, for example, couldn’t do his work without a good computer system, electrical system or plumbing.”

Visits from Barnhart certainly helped restore some of the calm to a campus that had been through a rough period, and he admits that a big part of his mandate from the Board of Governors was to help the university turn the page and move forward.

He and Ernie Barber, interim provost and vice-president academic, did just that on Sept. 9, 2014 when they presented eight priorities for the year ahead (see sidebar).

“That’s been my life. I’ve been in so many situations where I say, ‘Oh, Gordon, you’ve gotten yourself into something now.’ But with hard work, honest effort, a sense of humour and an interest in people, somehow it seems to have worked out so far.

Gordon Barnhart

“Thankfully Ernie agreed to step in,” said Barnhart. “We presented those priorities that mapped out problems. They presented change, but change through consultation and input.”

More than a year later, Barnhart sees that presentation in the Health Science Theatre as a turning point.

“We established calm without complacency. We’ve been working hard on bringing necessary change. We have our books in order financially through some very tough years of cutbacks and increased revenue. The picture is now $37 million better.”

Another highlight for Barnhart is the childcare situation

The U of S will always hold a special place in my heart and I will always watch it with great interest.

Gordon Barnhart
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“Thankfully Ernie agreed to step in,” said Barnhart. “We presented those priorities that mapped out problems. They presented change, but change through consultation and input.”

More than a year later, Barnhart sees that presentation in the Health Science Theatre as a turning point.

“We established calm without complacency. We’ve been working hard on bringing necessary change. We have our books in order financially through some very tough years of cutbacks and increased revenue. The picture is now $37 million better.”
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on campus, an area that has needed to be addressed for a long time.

“This is so important because more students now have children and if they can’t find daycare they might not be able to attend.”

Over the past year, with the development of a new building next to Souris Hall, the number of childcare spaces have almost doubled from 110 to 200, Barnhart explained, adding that so many have been working on this initiative for a long time.

“We are also looking at refitting the Williams Building to add more spots. The space we have for our little ones needs to be top notch and in a relatively short period of time we can go from 110 to more than 200 spots.

But without a doubt, Barnhart said his favourite part of the job was all the people he met, whether colleagues on campus or alumni and donors from around the world. “I’m a person person and I really felt encouraged meeting and working with people whether here on campus or in Weyburn or Beijing. I grew very fond of our donors and helping them contribute to the university financially based upon their belief in the university.”

Indeed, during his time as interim president and vice-chancellor of the U of S, Barnhart showed that hard work, honest effort, humour and an interest in people has seen him through every challenge he faced.

“It’s been good; I’ve really enjoyed it. I have a few more days left. I’m doing some travelling and I am saying thank you and good-bye to everyone I’ve met as interim president. The U of S will always hold a special place in my heart and I will always watch it with great interest.”

Barnhart’s term as interim president ends on October 23.
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A team of talented students is giving Wayne Brady, master improviser, a run for his money.

“A lot of people don’t know improv besides Whose Line Is It Anyway?” said Jeremy Bastian, president of Usask Improv and a student in the Edwards School of Business. “You can’t really explain it too much until you see it.”

Usask Improv started as an off-campus group two years ago. Bastian and Conor Lazarou, the group’s artistic director, were fans of improv since high school, and would host informal improv nights at their residence home in College Quarter. Enthusiasm for improv practice and essentially governing how a scene will play out, said Bastian. “If someone gives you an idea, you always agree to it, but then build on it.”

Always be accepting
Blocking suggestions (or, essentially rejecting the first rule) will run a scene into the ground, said Lazarou. “If your partner says, ‘Hey, look at this cool chainsaw I just found,’ don’t say, ‘That’s not a chainsaw, you’re holding a duck?’ If you block what they say, a scene can’t go anywhere.”

Have a problem to solve
Without some sort of dilemma, the scene falls flat, said Bastian. It can be as simple as losing a dog, or as complicated as a bad relationship with a family member. Whatever the case, ensure you wrap up all the loose ends in the allotted time.

Stay in the moment
Many new improvisers make the mistake of trying to plan ahead or anticipate what their partners might say. “You’re too busy thinking and the scene’s already moved ahead of you,” said Lazarou.

Bastian admitted he did this the first time he tried improv. “None of the scenes I had in my head were executed,” he said.

Be wary of audience participation
Another big part of improv is audience participation, but it can be tricky. “There’s always one person in the audience that suggests really crude things,” said Bastian. To avoid such a situation, ask the entire audience for suggestions so they can pick topics that are not so offensive.

Trust in your partner
It is a critical element to improv practice. “Make your scene partner look good,” said Lazarou, “and they’ll make you look good.”

A team of talented students is giving Wayne Brady, master improviser, a run for his money.

“...the team picks up, and this past spring Bastian went through the process of ratifying the group, making it an official campus club.

The team held tryouts in September, and now the group of approximately 20 members practices twice per week and holds monthly free shows that are open to the public.

In true form, the team uses no scripts and they take audience suggestions for stories, characters and dialogues. While most improv is synonymous with the short-form, slapstick scenes—like those on Whose Line Is It Anyway?—the team is also experimenting with more long-form scenes, which can last up to an hour.

“All the real good moments in improv come out of committing to the scene and finding the scene together,” said Lazarou, a student in the Department of Computer Science. “The audience likes the jokes, but we find they really like the true moments on stage.”

Bastian agreed. “A scene is funny not because it just pushes the joke.” he added, “It’s funny because it’s real and it’s in the moment.”

To hit that improvisational sweet spot, the team employs various games that help with listening, communication and thinking on the spot. Here, they offer us a few tips on how to be a good improviser.

Follow the “Yes, and…..” principle
This key rule is at the core of improv practice and essentially takes shovels out to the field along with half-sheets of plywood, studded with nails.

“We used flags to mark where fertilizer was placed in the field and at different times of the growing season, we would dig a soil pit across the band, pound the plywood into the side of the soil pit, and then take the entire monolith of soil back to the lab.”

Those clumps of soil clinging to the nails allowed the researchers to measure pH, adsorption, mineralization, soluble and fixed P, leaching and know what was happening where.

It is complex research, but with a clear bottom line. Banding fertilizer is the smart choice both environmentally and in terms of nutrient-use efficiency, but it also has to be the best economic choice for farmers, said Peak. The hope is that soil research will lead to improvements in banding technology that promote both efficiency and profitability. Peak is quick to note the magic of the synchrotron is only possible even a few years ago, he notes.

“Molecular biology and genomic techniques have given us an enormous wealth of information about the biota that sustains life.”

Usask Improv will show off their skills when they hit the stage for their first performance on Oct. 24 at 7:30 pm in Murray 299.

Glenn Chester is the owner of High Bluff Media in Winnipeg and Edmonton.
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Since 2013, you have likely seen one or more therapy dogs on campus, bringing puppy peace to stressed students during exam season. One of the handlers, Colleen Dell, professor in the Department of Sociology and School of Public Health, and Research Chair in Substance Abuse, looks at the use of pet therapy and its effect on patient recovery and mental health.

So while you may have seen, or even petted, the dogs, how well do you really know them?

We sat down and spoke with Dell’s three therapy dogs—Anna-Belle, Kisbey and Subie—and learned about a typical day at the “pawfice.”

### How did you three become therapy dogs?

**ANNA-BELLE:** Our human, Colleen, did some research a few years ago with horses and young girls in residential treatment for addictions. She saw how they benefited from having an animal in their life and wondered if other animals, like dogs, could also help.

**SUBIE:** There’s a lot of research that shows how having a pet can lower anxiety and even blood pressure. Colleen keeps using this word, oxytocin. She said it’s a chemical your brain releases when you pet an animal. It’s what makes you feel all warm and fuzzy, which is how we pretty well feel all of the time already.

### What training is required to become a therapy dog?

**KISBEY:** First and foremost, we have to be accepting of strange-ers. This includes people and other dogs or animals!

**AB:** There were also some training activities that demonstrate how well-behaved we are, including leash behaviour and walking through a crowd without being distracted.

**S:** And of course, listening to certain commands, such as sit or stay.

**AB:** Once we have demonstrated our talent and good behavior for the St. John Ambulance folks, we become certified therapy dogs. Subie and I passed the test in March 2013, and Kisbey joined our team six months later.

### What work do you do on campus?

**AB:** Well, we know midterms can be a ruff time for students with the exams they are writing. Plus all those term papers we always get blamed for eating.

**S:** Humans always say they can feel the stress in the air. And actually, as a dog, we really can smell it!

**K:** It’s kind of smells like bacon.

**S:** Anyway, our goal is to bring a bit of joy to students’ day so they can conquer whatever challenges they might be facing.

**AB:** And there are some students who are just lonely or depressed, perhaps because they’ve moved to Saskatoon and are feeling lost in a new city. We want to make them feel better, too.

### Do you work anywhere else?

**AB:** So glad you asked. We each of us is working more closely with young girls in residential treatment for addictions. We have locations around the city, perhaps because they’ve moved to Saskatoon and are feeling lost in a new city. We want to make them feel better, too.

**S:** Our human, Colleen, did some research a few years ago with horses and young girls in residential treatment for addictions. She saw how they benefited from having an animal in their life and wondered if other animals, like dogs, could also help.

### What are the qualities of a good therapy dog?

**K:** We want to work more closely with young children.

**AB:** Among the qualities we are looking for is that we have to like people. That means really, really enjoying what we do!

**S:** That also depends on who you’re working with, too. While we all get along with just about everyone, Subie has passed special tests that allow him to work more closely with young children.

### After a long day making people smile, what’s your favourite way to unwind?

**K:** I love to play Frisbee with Colleen.

**S:** A spoonful of peanut butter and a nice nap.

**AB:** Some quality time on my skateboard followed by a hearty belly rub.

---

**Canine care on campus**

**LESLEY PORTER**

Colleen Dell (the human) with (from left) Subie, Anna-Belle and Kisbey

The therapy dogs return to campus on Oct. 29 at noon in the Leslie and Irene Dubé Health Sciences library.
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Thinking in 3-D

Bob Wilson has a fancy piece of technology in his office.

A technician in the College of Engineering Rapid Prototyping Shop, Wilson operates the university’s only professional 3-D printer. The college purchased the Objet Connex500 in 2006, when 3-D printing was still somewhat of a pipe dream. But technology has come a long way since then, explained Wilson, meaning the printer needed significant upgrades last year.

“The machine can now work with more materials, including printing in two materials at once,” Wilson said.

Using photopolymer, a material that changes its state when exposed to ultraviolet light, Wilson can print objects ranging from transparent to opaque (or, a combination of both). Depending on the object, it can be made as a hard, rigid plastic or a more pliable, gel-like mold. Wilson has created a variety of small objects, ranging from chess pieces and musical instruments to working wrenches and dinosaur heads, in a variety of colours and textures.

The printer, though large, is remarkably meticulous and can achieve intricate details of up to half a millimeter, Wilson explained, a level of detail that is crucial when printing human and animal part prototypes used in health science research.

Most recently, Wilson worked with Dr. Ivar Mendez in the College of Medicine to create replica human brain hemispheres. Mendez uses the prototypes in his research on Parkinson’s disease in the Department of Surgery.